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Suspense, Intrigue, Magic and Mysticism at Its Best With unexpected plot twists, the two couples
that translated unknown scrolls in Secrets of the Magdalene Scrolls, are now shocked out of
complacency when Ellen has a surprising encounter with a mysterious old-world type of man who
disappears as fast as he appears, leaving Ellen with a portmanteau filled with ancient documents
that when translated will shock the world. The two couples now married and, parents of small
children are leading comfortable lives when they are plunged into a new adventure of danger,
mystery, antagonists, love and revelations while attempting to translate these new documents.
What is the legacy Mary Magdalene left for the world? Mary Magdalene has long been an enigma.
To some she is the goddess resurrected and to others she is the mysterious one hidden by written
history to keep knowledge of her greatness from being known. Now comes a dynamic atmospheric
story of passion and intrigue with the commitment of four people who choose to translate new
documents never before revealed to the world. Bettye Johnson has written a sequel that surpasses
her first book, Secrets of the Magdalene Scrolls, as the two couples determined to translate the
new documents are thrust once more into situations that place them in jeopardy along with their
children. Again, Johnson has created a powerful novel that keeps the reader turning pages with
anticipation.
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Awakening the Genie Within , Bettye Johnson, Jul 1, 2008, Body, Mind & Spirit, 168 pages.
Johnson shares her journey and the simple tools she uses to evolve her mind, her life, her
realizations, and her experiences..

In the belly of the beast letters from prison, Jack Henry Abbott, Jan 2, 1991, Biography &
Autobiography, 166 pages. A visionary book in the repertoire of prison literature. This is a 37 year
old man's account of 25 years behind bars..

Illusions The Adventures of a Reluctant Messiah, Richard Bach, 1989, Fiction, 191 pages. A
Midwest barnstormer/writer befriends a fellow flyer, an unusual sort of man who turns out to be a
messiah, or, rather, a master of illusions..

The Secret Gospel of Mary Magdalene , Michele Roberts, 2007, Fiction, 198 pages. Describes a
secret gospel written by Mary Magdalene who, after the crucifixion of Jesus, preaches a new faith
based upon male and female equality, but whose message is rejected.

Vessie Flamingo Outshining the Moon A Tale of Self-Mastery and Love, Jerelyn Craden, 2006,
Fiction, 244 pages. "Vessie is a gem!" "Funny, endearing . an inspiring call to live authentically and
create the life you love." -- Marilyn Harding, Artemis Foundation Meet Vessie VanCortland on.

Whisper Upon the Water , Connie Vines, Mar 1, 2001, Fiction, 144 pages. Apacheria, 1880. Tanayia
is alone in the world. Her village destroyed and her people murdered by a group of revolutionaries
who now hold her hostage. A daring escape on the.

Chasing Smoke , Bill Cameron, 2008, Fiction, 286 pages. A detective undergoing cancer treatment
is brought into an investigation of apparent suicides by other cancer patients, all of whom were
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being treated by the same doctor -- the.

Drowning Rapunzel , Annette Gisby, Mar 1, 2006, Fiction, 172 pages. Beth Gregory thinks she has
it all, new job, new friends and a new love in her life. Recently released from a mental hospital,
Beth has one major fear; that the visions which.

Secrets of Rennes-le-ChГўteau , R. Lionel Fanthorpe, 1992, History, 241 pages. Offers insight into
the many happenings at Rennes-le-Chateau -- from buried treasure to unsolved murders, hints of
dark, supernatural powers, codes and ciphers on parchments.

Rennes Le Chateau The Point of Origin, D. A. Chadwick, 2009, Fiction, 382 pages. In 1887, the
village priest of Rennes le Chateau, France, ordered a stained glass window for the church
depicting Lazarus being raised from the dead. At certain times when the.

Listen to the Shadows , Joan Hall Hovey, Nov 1, 2003, Fiction, . .

The Messengers A True Story of Angelic Presence and the Return to the Age of Miracles, Julia
Ingram, G. W. Hardin, Nov 1, 1996, Body, Mind & Spirit, 344 pages. Prominent and successful
Portland, Oregon, businessman Nick Bunick never considered himself a particularly religious
person. But he knew in his heart that he had experienced.

Secrets of the Magdalene Scrolls The Foprbidden Truth of the Life and Times of Mary Magdalene,
Bettye Johnson, Jan 1, 2005, Fiction, 318 pages. Moving from the present day to the time of Mary
Magdalene, Bettye Johnson has woven a spellbinding tale of intrigue,unknown historical
information about Mary Magdalene, Jesus.

The Magdalene Legacy The Jesus and Mary Bloodline Conspiracy, Laurence Gardner, Mar 31,
2007, History, 395 pages. Bestselling author Laurence Gardner takes on the legacy of Mary
Magdalene in this new collection of historical detective work and hidden mysteries. Gardner
reveals sensational.



Darkbound , Scott Tracey, Apr 1, 2014, Juvenile Fiction, 360 pages. Malcolm Denton wants to be
free . . . . . . of the unbreakable coven bond that ties him to his siblings, of his life as a witch in the
hated Moonset coven, and of everythingMuhazМІzМІab al-lugМІhМІДЃt, Volume 3 , Muhaбє•бє•ab
LakhnavД«, 1958, Foreign Language Study Biblical hermeneutics a treatise on the interpretation of
the Old and New Testaments, Milton Spenser Terry, 1890, Bible, 511 pages Soundly based on
historical and New Testament scholarship by Sydney historian John Dickson, this book takes us
through what we can know about the life of Jesus. The Grove Encyclopedia of Decorative Arts
covers thousands of years of decorative arts production throughout western and non-western
culture. With over 1,000 entries, as well. Rev. ed. of: Prescribing guidelines. 2009.



Natural Law and Practical Rationality , Mark C. Murphy, Jun 11, 2001, Law, 284 pages. A defense
of a contemporary natural law theory of practical rationalityTotal Quality Management Text with
Cases, John S. Oakland, 2003, Business & Economics, 483 pages. As with previous editions, the
book is written in a logical and very practical style, supported by eleven real life case studies,
reflecting the latest developments from



The Key Party , Lisa Nicole, Siddeeqah, 2006, Fiction, 252 pages. When Nikki Reynolds throws a
"Key Party"--a night of guaranteed sexual satisfaction where all of her guest's fantasies can come
true--each couple must make a life-changingThe New Urban Sociology , Mark Gottdiener, Ray
Hutchison, 2010, Political Science, 457 pages. Organized around an integrated paradigmвЂ”the
sociospatial perspectiveвЂ”this breakthrough text considers the role played by social factors such
as race, class, gender, lifestyle download Mary Magdalene: Her Legacy 2007 0965045439,
9780965045438 Pocket Medicines for Children 2003 , , 2003, Drugs, 324 pages
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Buster and the Great Swamp , Marc Brown, Jul 31, 2009, , 32 pagesAlgebra 1, California Edition , ,
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People of the dream , James D. Forman, 1972, Juvenile Nonfiction, 227 pages. Recounts the
events of the four month trek in 1877 when Chief Joseph led the Nez PercГ© Indians from their
ancestral homes in Oregon to the Canadian borderJa-rael's Lioness , Angelique Anjou, May 31,
2005, Fiction, 196 pages. A stranger in a strange land, Elise is still trying to come to terms with the
difficulties attached to being a dispossessed Earthling on an alien world. By all logic, she



Cinnamon's day out a gerbil adventure, Susan L. Roth, 1999, Pets, . A gerbil escapes from his cage
and enjoys a day on his own before being happily returnedIntroduction to Healthcare Quality
Management , Patrice Spath, 2009, Medical, 266 pages. Introduction to Healthcare Quality
Management explains the basic principles and techniques of quality management in healthcare. In
non-technical language, this book describes Mungo The Man Who Laughs, Mungo Wentworth
MacCallum, 2001, Australia, 292 pages. Mungo MacCallum was one of the wittiest political
journalists to chronicle the brief golden age of Gough Whitlam's period as Prime Minister of
Australia. MacCallum became one This book examines geography's key concepts, and provides
teachers with a theoretically robust and practical approach to curriculum planning using a concept-
led approach. Provides chronologies for thirty-five poets and novelists, including Coleridge,
Tennyson, Eliot, Dickens, and Woolf, and includes essay questions and answers concerning their.



You Were Made for Love Embracing the Life You Were Meant to Live, Philip Carlson, 2006,
Religion, 256 pages. Explains how to grow capacity for love, become more inclusive, and break
free from self-absorptionAn Authentic Narrative of the Dissensions and Debates in the Royal.,
Volume 3 , Royal Society (Great Britain), 1784, Education, 154 pages download Mary Magdalene:
Her Legacy 2007 Lightning Source Incorporated, 2007
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Prospects for peace and democracy in Angola: hearing before the., Volume 4 hearing before the
Subcommittee on African Affairs of the Committee on Foreign Relations, United States Senate, One
Hundred Fourth Congress, second session, March 12, 1996, United States. Congress. Senate.
Committee on Foreign Relations. Subcommittee on African Affairs, 1996, Political Science, 59
pagesBeginning Archery , Roy K. Niemeyer, 1962, Archery, 62 pages Making Happy The Art and
Science of a Happy Marriage, Les Parrott, Leslie Parrott, Apr 15, 2014, Religion, 240 pages. Making
Happy outlines seven factors that will elevate happiness in any marriage, including such strategies
as: catch your spouse doing something right, laugh out loud, express Reexamines the authorship
controversy surrounding the plays of Shakespeare and provides evidence that the classic works
were written by Edward de Vere, the 17th Earl of Oxford. When the worldвЂ™s environmental
woes get you down, turn to Ecoholic вЂ“ CanadaвЂ™s best resource for practical tips and
products that help you do your part for the earth. YouвЂ™ll get. Follows marine photographer Bill
Curtsinger as he dives under the ice at Antarctica to learn about the plants and animals that thrive
in this extreme habitat.
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Leapfrog , Steve Hendry, 2008, Fiction, 330 pages. When an advanced alien species offers the
human race the secrets behind universal space travel, mankind jumps at the offer in this thrilling
sci-fi tale of ambition gone awryDictionnaire historique des noms de famille romans (IX) Actas del
IX Coloquio (UviГ©u/Oviedo, 26-29 de octubre 1995), Ana MarГa Cano GonzГЎlez, Jan 1, 1998,
Language Arts & Disciplines, 201 pages. The proceedings of the IX PatRom colloquium (Oviedo
1995), designed to extend the purview of the PatRom project to Asturian (a language situated
between Galician and Castilian Paperback Plus Teacher's Resource: Misty of Chincoteague , , 1996,
Children's stories, American, 24 pages. Contains teachers' guides (24 p. each) to eleven books
Lightning Source Incorporated, 2007 "10 building blocks, 30 practical tool, 50 inspirational
stories"--P. [4] of cover. Introduction to Veterinary and Comparative Forensic Medicine is a ground-
breaking book in an emerging new speciality. It reflects the increasing demand for expert opinion
by. Contains a collection of Montroll's best paper folding with the modern advances of computer
graphics.



Murder on the Line , Kate William, Francine Pascal, 1993, Juvenile Fiction, 345 pages. When a
jealous conflict turns deadly, it threatens to destroy the prom on which Jessica and Elizabeth have
worked so hard. OriginalThe rebellion of 1815 , , 1902
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Cry, the Beloved Country Curriculum Unit, Center for Learning Staff, Ruth L. Van Arsdale, 2007,
Apartheid in literature, 78 pagesThe True Story of Butterfish , Nick Earls, 2010, Brisbane (Qld.),
280 pages. 'I'm not about to attack,' she said. She smirked with one side of her mouth and looked
up at me through the black spray of her fringe. Her eyes were dark and already she was download
Mary Magdalene: Her Legacy 2007 0965045439, 9780965045438 MajmЕ«К»ah-yi alfДЃбє“-i
zМ¤arЕ«rД« musammГЎ bah LugМІhМІДЃt-i KishvarД« yaК»nД«, kam o besh cДЃlД«s hazДЃr bДЃ
talaffuбє“ К»ArbД«, FДЃrsД«, TurkД« aur YЕ«nДЃnД« alfДЃбє“..., , 1964, Urdu language, 836
pages Starting with the decision to give an anaesthetic, the book goes from the preoperative
assessment and preparation of the patient, through care and monitoring during anaesthesia.
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